
a stock position in their distribution centres 

ahead of production disruptions that can 

take several weeks. The approach is a 

collaborative one where all those involved 

in the supply chain can learn about 

processes, problems and opportunities.

4. RECOGNISE it as consisting  

of INFORMATION, STOCK and  

CASH FLOWS

These three flows occur simultaneously and 

in harmony. The information flow starts at 

the checkout and is used in the derivation 

of replenishment orders. This demand 

translates into a flow of product. Timeous 

and efficient flow is the objective for all 

partners. Seriously powerful enablers are 

required given the number of stock-keeping 

units (SKUs) and stores and suppliers 

involved to enable the replenishment 

operators to “fly the jumbo” effortlessly. 

Get that right and the cash flow takes  

care of itself.

5. Remember that DATA INTEGRITY 

lubricates the supply chain

Many factors can impact the supply chain, 

some of which cannot be controlled such 

as “acts of God”. However, there is no 

reason why controllable data should not 

be shared and accurate, be it prices, pallet 

configurations, packs sizes, pack dimensions 

or product dimensions. 

The ten 
supply-chain 
commandments 
for retailers
By Peter Auld

1. Keep it as SHORT as possible

Keeping the supply chain as short as 

possible may seem obvious, but many 

products are unnecessarily recycled 

through depots and staging posts, adding 

to delays (lead times) and damages. 

Supply-chain mapping is recommended 

to trace the path of a product or group 

of products take from production to the 

distribution centre, exposing opportunities 

to bring the factory gate closer to the 

distribution centre.

Ask yourself these questions:

a) Have you checked the supply routes of 

each product for optimisation?

b) Have you identified those products that 

should or could be channelled through 

your distribution centre?

2. TOUCH the product  

as little as possible

Every time a product is touched or handled 

there is a cost. Someone or something has 

to do the touching. It also increases the risk 

of damage, theft and increased and variable 

lead times.

A streamlined supply chain eliminates 

the need for so-called back up storage in 

supermarkets that are unnecessary and a 

waste of valuable and costly real estate.

3. MANAGE it as widely as possible

Remember that suppliers also have 

suppliers of raw materials, packaging etc. 

It is worth learning how suppliers manage 

hiccups in their supply line, and how 

the retailer can help. Labour disruptions 

are problematic for suppliers and 

manufacturers, and retailers should take  

6. Ensure that DATA is clean, accurate 

and matched across all partners

Inaccurate data and data conflict 

will impact the three flows above at 

considerable cost to the supply chain. 

The importance of data integrity cannot 

be over-emphasised. The costs incurred 

resulting from poor or unmatched data  

are seldom, if ever, measured.

7. PURCHASE and REPLENISH 

effectively, efficiently and continuously

Continuous replenishment is only possible 

with the assistance of a sophisticated 

forecast and order-determination (FOD) 

system that should also provide the 

economic order interval and the ability to 

set practical buying multiples at case, layer, 

pallet and truck levels.

Promotional orders can be problematic, 

especially if they are one-time orders. 

Ideally promotions should be of duration, 

minimum one week, and should be driven 

using the promotional forecast facility in 

the FOD system.

8. Ensure that PALLETISATION  

and PACKAGING is cost effective  

and efficient

Damages arise from inadequate packaging 

and poor palletisation. Packaging 

departments are trying to save on 

packaging, but often the savings are
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Looking after the supply chain
A business supply chain involves the chain of all activities, from product development  

to delivering the final product to the customer. The way a supply chain is managed  
can mean the difference between success and failure. A hands-on approach will add to the bottomline  

and also ensure that customers stay happy and return again and again





Mungo Park, SAPICS president

Food, beverage  
supply chain under 
focus at SAPICS 2017 
conference
Food production is the world’s largest 

manufacturing sector, and in Africa 

it is second only to the oil and gas 

industry. Potential for further growth is 

substantial, but it relies on efficient and 

innovative supply chains to get food to 

the end-consumer.

Continuous development of supply chain 

management skills, tools and technologies 

is therefore the focus of the annual 

SAPICS 2017 conference for supply chain 

professionals – to be held in Cape Town 

from 4 to 7 June 2017.

“The food and beverage industry is well 

represented at this year’s conference,” said 

SAPICS president Mungo Park. 

Presentations at SAPICS 2017 include 

an insight into the centralised planning 

function of AB InBev (previously SAB Miller) 

from the company’s planning manager 

for Africa, who will talk about improving 

customer service and operating synergies 

while standardising processes.

In a case study on competitive advantage 

in fast-moving consumer goods, McCain 

Foods and Resolve Solution Partners will 

present the success of their gain-share 

partnership – which improved fulfillment 

while reducing costs and inefficiencies.

Site visits are valuable, practical 

opportunities to learn from trend-setters 

and market innovators; a visit that will 

interest delegates from the food and 

beverage sector is to Durbanville Hills 

Winery, which boasts environmentally-

friendly grape-growing practices.

Delegates also have an opportunity to 

visit Woolworths’ impressive consolidated 

Foods Supply Chain Distribution Centre in 

Montague Gardens, Cape Town.

A visit to South Africa’s oldest operating 

brewery, dating back to 1820 and located 

in Newlands, will allow delegates to hear 

about the SAB supply chain, including 

procurement processes, planning and plant 

scheduling. 

 Short workshops on the first and 

second days of the conference provide 

valuable capacity-building opportunities to 

delegates at no extra charge. There will also 

be longer, in-depth workshops on day three, 

included in the conference registration fee.
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where key performance indicators (KPI’s) 

are agreed, set and reviewed. Typical KPI’s 

would be order fill, lead times, lead-time 

variability, packaging and palletisation, 

truck turnaround times, and invoice 

matching.

Importantly, this cannot be done on a 

confrontational basis.

10. Acknowledge that  

the supply chain is DYNAMIC and 

tomorrow it can be IMPROVED

Trading success will eventually be decided 

by competing supply chains. It will not 

so much be supplier “A” competing with 

supplier “B” or retailer ‘X’ competing with 

retailer “Y”, but the relative performance 

and profitability of their respective 

competing supply chains.

The greatest hindrance to this is a 

confrontational and adversarial approach 

between partners.

totally outweighed by damages brought 

about because of flimsy packaging. 

Packaging officers must be drawn into the 

supply-chain discussion.

Transporters are very keen to maximise 

the load on pallets for obvious reasons, 

resulting in weights in excess of one tonne 

and product “overhang” causing damages 

and injury. One tonne with zero overhang is 

not negotiable as a pallet standard.

9. COLLABORATE with partners  

and eliminate conflict

Collaboration is poorly practised (if at 

all) in South Africa. Critical partners 

in the supply chain seldom meet and 

inefficiencies are ingrained, entrenched and 

become business as usual. It is essential 

that the retail supply-chain operators 

convene monthly review meetings with 

manufacturers, suppliers and distributors
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Murray Price,  
managing director  
of Eqstra Fleet  
Management and  
Logistics 

Junk status puts increased 
pressure on fleet operators
The recent announcement by Standard & Poor’s that it has 

lowered South Africa’s long-term foreign-currency credit 

rating from BBB- to BB+ and is cutting the local currency rating 

from BBB to BBB-, together with Moody’s statement that its 

sovereign credit rating of Baa2 is under review, will place fleet 

operators under serious pressure to contain costs.

“As we are all well aware, our currency has come under severe 

pressure. Since the Cabinet reshuffle, it has depreciated by 12%,” 

says Murray Price, managing director of Eqstra Fleet Management 

and Logistics. 

“This has serious implications on the price of new vehicles, 

vehicle parts, and inevitably on the cost of funding.”

The South African automotive industry has been battling to 

remain competitive due to the low percentage (an average of 

35%) of local content in the vehicles manufactured in the country. 

The weakening currency, together with the fact that South African 

automotive parts manufacturers have to factor in costs relating to 

the unreliability of rail transport, the high cost of road transport, 

and the various cost elements at South African ports are all 

contributing to rising prices  

of new vehicles and component parts.

“So not only will the price of new vehicles and parts increase, 

due to the downgrade and potential devaluation of the Rand, but 

also the price of insurance is impacted by higher vehicle values 

and replacement part costs and fuel which is largely imported. 

In addition there is likely to be pressure on local interest rates 

increasing the cost of funding the acquisition of new vehicles,” he 

says.

The only way to contain costs in the near future is to ensure 

the fleets are managed efficiently and that the correct telematics 

solutions are used to enable the fleet manager to collate and 

review such elements as driver behaviour, efficient vehicle servicing 

and maintenance, fuel costs and insurance.

“Monitoring these aspects of fleet have become singularly 

important. Efficient fleet management reporting highlights areas 

that need review, and contributes to significant cost reduction. In 

the current uncertain economic climate, fleet operators will be well 

advised to review their reporting and management procedures to 

ensure they can contain escalating fleet operating costs. All fleet 

managers to review their current procedures to promote efficiency 

and at the same time implement new processes and controls that 

increase vehicle fuel performance,” he says.
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It is almost impossible to maintain 

consistently low temperatures that fall 

within the ideal range of between of 0° and 

4°C in open fridges, so stock rotation and 

close monitoring of the temperatures is 

an imperative. Studies indicate that every 

increase of 2°C reduces the shelf life of the 

product by 50%.

South Africa enjoys a temperate climate, 

but our summers are long and hot. The 

same optimal weather conditions that 

make for year-round pasture feeding 

at dairy farms along our coastline also 

contribute to the necessity for close and 

constant monitoring of the cold chain, 

particularly in open supermarket fridges. 

According to Sundale Food Technologist 

Japie Steyl the supply of quality dairy 

with optimised shelf-life depends on the 

integrity of the cold chain. Statistically, 

breaks in the milk and dairy cold chain 

occur most often during truck loading and 

unloading and supermarket stocking. Steyl 

says they have sophisticated systems that 

send signals from our cooling trucks at 

any point or time whereby we can closely 

monitor any breaks in the cold chain. 

We manage our logistics from farm to 

supermarket cold rooms.

Sundale work closely with 13 farms 

that supply all their milk. The farmers have 

cooling tanks on the farms where the milk 

is stored at 4°C. Milk is not accepted from 

the farmers if it falls outside the optimal 

temperature range. The milk is then stored 

below 4° C at the factory, goes through the 

pasteurisation process, is cooled to 3°C and 

packed in the cold room. 

Sundale owns its own range of cooling 

trucks and tankers so that they can 

control the loading and unloading of their 

products and provides merchandisers with 

thermometers so that they can monitor 

in-store temperatures of their stock. In 

this way, they can work with the retail 

owners to provide the best end product for 

consumers. 

According to CEO Pierre van Rensburg, 

they continually strive for new ways to 

improve every aspect of their business. 

“The logistics are challenging but that’s 

what drives us. We want to be the best at 

what we do.”
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Keep your dairy products cool
The logistics of working with fresh dairy products  

play a critical role in the quality and safety of the end product.   
Simply put, a cold chain is a temperature-controlled  
supply chain and it is possibly the most integral link  
in the consistent supply of quality dairy products. 


